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Abstract: Ever-increasing number of cloud based service providers takes cloud computing based paradigm as
an advantage in order to efficiently offer services to private users, businesses, and governments. However,
while cloud computing allows to transparently scale back-end functionality such a computing and storage, the
implied distributed sharing of resources has severe implications when sensitive or otherwise privacy-relevant
data is concerned. These privacy implications primarily stem from the in-transparency of the involved backend
providers of a cloud-based service and their dedicated data handling processes. Likewise, back-end providers
cannot determine the sensitivity of data that is stored or processed in the cloud. Hence, they have no means to
obey the underlying privacy regulations and contracts automatically. As the cloud computing paradigm further
evolves towards federated cloud environments in terms of secure data background, the envisioned integration
of different cloud platforms adds yet another layer to the existing in-transparencies. In this paper, we discuss
initial ideas on how to overcome these existing and dawning data handling in-transparencies and the
accompanying privacy key-pathway based concerns. To this end, we propose to annotate data with sensitivity
information as it leaves the control boundaries of the data owner and travels through to the cloud
environment. This allows signaling privacy properties\across the layers of the cloud computing architecture and
enables the different stakeholders to react accordingly.
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INTRODUCTION
The endeavor of cloud based background underlies in terms of the proper data based secure
process in terms of background[1]. Data which is sensitive in nature [2] must be protected over
the cloud which works upon the key-secure pathway and encryption of data while sending the
same data to the server. Multi-Key though has been previously has hindrance of secure key
with re-generating key trusted party [4] [5]. The hierarchical access can be efficiently achieved
for users of different access class privileges [6] with re-encryption task required whenever
group membership changes. Cloud-based data privacy and secure- pathway with the vanish
system having data encryption and decryption [7].
Key share can be distributed on demand by some authority and accessibility is subject to
degradation [8] over time with multi user key handling over varied pathways.
The client requests storage of data in the cloud without assurance of exactly where it is stored,
whether it is replicated and how long it is kept for and who exactly will access to it with
encryption mode and decryption mode valid for key secured processing [1] [9]. In existing
system there is one time login and also with no constraint with consideration parallel processed
data [10] such as time constraint and validation [11].
Objective
According to the propose method which works on key management and encrypt the data while
sending that to the server. It makes use of the cloud economical storage cost to maintain key
material, and to degrade it over time, so that the cost of key re-generation is minimized. The
main contribution of this work is the novel utilization of a cloud’s centralized data storage
facility to store encryption key material.
Methodology
We are creating one application with Graphical User Interface (GUI) which will communicate
with cloud storage for data transfer. Actual implementation of algorithm: The key management
algorithm will be implemented in this step. We are generating one key for users and once the
user will access the task then the key will be regenerated for other user. The encryption process
will be applied in this level to make data confidentiality with refined analysis and testing in
reference to its added pathway.
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Fig. 1. System Model

Fig. 2. Cloud Computing Security: From Single to Multi-clouds

Fig. 3. Cloud Secured Key with their Pathway’s
Tools required
Operating system compatible with Windows 95/98/2000/XP provided with tomcat 5.0/6.X
server having front end HTML, Java, JSP, AJAX applied with javascript. Data base connectivity
applied with Mysql speed varied with 1.1GHz HDD performed with 20GB.
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Advantages
Preserving the privacy of user data stored in the cloud in terms of its secured pathway. User
oriented approach with client server key match having mixed mode operating system with full
control over share management. The inexpensive storage capacity and high accessibility offered
by a cloud provider.
CONCLUSION
This method implements the secure key sharing with secured-pathway as best way of storing
data over the cloud in encrypted format. This method can help the data owner to keep their
data secure from cloud provider. At same time it allows user the constraint based access to the
cloud data.
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